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1 playfield

4 flippers

5 pop bumpers

2 eject holes

2 spinners

2 ramps

3-bank spot targets (1)

5-bank drop targets (1)
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Cheaper than a burger and much more tasty... Just wish I could shoot that fricking dog.. Neat little game that's a lot of fun with
3-4 players. My only complaint is that is a little lacking in content.. If only I could buy more than once... This beautiful game
features a great soundtrack and layout. I reccomend this game to any puzzle lover. The only positive thing about this game is mc
♥♥♥♥er's album.

like i'm doing a kebab delivery and the damn car tires just go under the car because of a ♥♥♥♥ing 20 km/h crash, screwing the
ability to even steer the car properly.. WE NEED TO SERVE IN SOUTH AMERICA (BRAZIL) !!!!

  我們需要在南美洲（巴西）服務!!!!

  我们需要在南美洲（巴西）服务!!!!

  PRECISAMOS DE SERVER NA AMERICA DO SUL (BRASIL) !!!!. This Game is just something.... I used to play Front
Office Football in the late 90s/early 2000s and was looking for a good football sim to return to. There is very little available on
the market, so I gave FOF7 a shot.

I have to say, after spending years playing other sports management sims, especially OOTP, it was a huge let down to see that
FOF really hasn't evolved. This version is really no better than one I played in 2000. In fact, I think when they actually had the
NFL license, the game at least looked better. The game may have some redeeming qualities, but it's really hampered by the
terrible interface which makes trying to do anything a huge pain. It's a shame that the developers haven't been able to make any
susbstantive improvements to what was once a great sports sim franchise.. my game crashes only at the collector when i got a
couple artifacts in a room and then it crashes please please fix it:]. Excellent, and has a fantastic soundtrack. Worth the asking
price easily. Something of a shooter/puzzle game mashup, and includes all the levels from 1&2.
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Awesome game, love it. Looks great, phenomenal music and great puzzles. Can\u2019t wait to see more.. Innovative mechanics
brought to puzzle-platforming and brilliantly confusing narrative - make this game a great catch. It really makes your mind think
whilst you play and afterwards as well, asking bigger questions than most games and creating great gameplay alongside.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=B4cq9kAdfjc

Check out my playthrough if you want to see more of what the game looks like and my thoughts on it.

But for me, I really can't wait to delve further into this one.. Undoubtedly the best DLC locomotive out there for the UK base in
the Steam Era.

You get 2 livery variants, BR Black and LNER Green. You get a heavily weathered version of the BR Black one too, which
means you can represent easily the time where steam received very poor maintenance and care.

With the BR one, you can physically change in session what is displayed on the tender by pressing a combination of buttons.
Both unweathered BR and the LNER model can have nameplates and headboards fitted as an added bonus by pressing similar
combinations on the keyboard (CTRL + 1-4 set head\/tail lights, CTRL + 6-9 inc. 0 alter things such as cab lights, CTRL + 5
changes whether you set headlights on the loco or tender).

The amount of freight rolling stock you get from this as well is incredible, including items such as Palbrick A and B wagons,
trestles and even ex-Private Owner wagons. This gives you the ability to run so many different freight trains and hugely bolsters
your freight stock for the UK front. Sadly, it does not come with any coaches, but that can be overlooked since the freight stock
makes up for it.

The sounds are on point, you get long continuous blasts of the whistle from the Space Bar or short blasts from the B button. The
general beat of the blastpipe is great, although the beat above 40mph can be grinding.

The locomotive seems to be geared towards running at 40-50mph, since it's scenarios are on the Weardale and Teesdale
Network, however it can achieve 75mph with 10 coaches (tested on Western Lines of Scotland). It also monsters most inclines
up to about 1:70, even towing reasonably heavy trains. The only questionable thing is being able to accelerate at 3% cutoff,
which I'm pretty sure is impossible in real life.

Victory Works have produced an absolute stunner. I give it 10\/10. Definitely worth the full price, and an absolute must have.. A
friend bought this game for us for online play with a friend and online play is completly broken with it currently being a
completly bug ridden state. So if you plan on getting this for playing rounds online with friends don't their online play is not
working in the slightest.. Love this game. The puzzle of figuring out teh right supply routs to maximize profits = Win!. So when
it asks if I recommend this game, I give it a big YES! The game, although not a full 10/10, was beautiful. If I were to rank it, it'd
be somewhere around a 8.5/10. I haven't gone through all available routes yet, but I have finished one. After I write this, I begin
the next.
What are my reasons for this not 10/10 review? Well, for the most part, I don't know if they were my fault or the games. Give
them a pinch of salt, as only one I can verify is not my fault.
 The first is that it has a tendency to lag (this could be my computer, as it is a toster). Due to this, I had to go back to an old save
file about three times because I accidentally skipped a few cutscenes. I think this was my fault, for the most part.
 The next is that there was one point, I won't say quite where because I don't want to spoil much. Surmize it to say, it was around
the place where you make the weird rainbow alcohal drink. Due to the lack of a fanbase making guides, I could never figure out
how to get past this part and subsiquently had to restart. I checked in every place multipal times for something new, but once I
turned on the power in the house, I was completely stumpped. This is most likely my own dumb fault but a good .5 hrs I have on
this game were just me trying to get unstuck. I suppose the way to fix this would have been to make the path forward a bit more
clear?
The third and final one is the only one I can confirm was not my complete fault. When I was playing, if I did not tab out of the
window from the pause menu, the game sort of froze? I can't describe it as frozen because the screen I would be stuck on would
still play ambient animations and music. The problem would lie in the fact that I couldn't click anything, move the screen (if that
picture was movable), and pressing P would do nothing. If anyone else experiences this problem, it can easily be fixed. While in
this state, you can still pause the game. Do this, then save the game. Return to the main menu, then load the save again. It
worked every time I did this.
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Now you may think that, with all of this negativity I just let out, this game must be terrible. Problem with that is, you would be
increddibly wrong! Despite these hiccups, I could return to where I was and enjoy the game. So what's its draw then? Why, oh
why, did I keep playing after I screwed myself over and got stuck? Well, to put it simply, the world and story draw you in.
 For one, the graffics are stunning. Each area could be screenshotted and used as a desktop background or hung on a wall. I'm no
furry, but I loved the anthro characters. They were visually pleasing and frankly adorable.
 Which brings me to two. The characters, though some you only share a few lines of dialogue with, feel real and like people you
would want to meet IRL. Well, for the most part. Roui is a♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ but a realistic feeling♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Each design is
original and even background people you never talk with get charming and original designs. The Vegilamb in particular made
me laugh.
 Number three is the impressive amount of clickable things and how much though was put into the characters commenting on
them. This may be only a small detail, but there's so many things that don't technically effect the story that you can click. They
add to the atmosphere and even short comments build the world. I can only assume they spent a considerable amount of time on
these random things that don't matter in the long run but liven up the world. You wana read that book? Go ahead! You wana
look at that dog? Roui makes a snarky comment. You wana look at the barista at the coffee place? Roui is too much of a
dumbbutt to actually talk to her but hell, he'll comment that she works the day shift.
 I suppse this 3.5 because it's similar to 3. Characters in this game have similarly detailed branching paths of conversation.
Really, it's impressive.
 Four is a simple comment on the suspense and drama of the game. The story drives it home well and there were several times I
had my mouth hanging open in shock.
 And finally five, my last comment. Truely the story is the big draw. I saw another review that said that if you're looking for a
difficult point and click game, this isn't it. If you're looking for a story driven, beautiful world to explore at your own pace,
however, this is it. I completely agree. The story and lore are deep and interesting. They suck you in like a vacume and trap you
there.
 Now this is only chapter 1. If you're looking at it by hours, assuming you only go along one path, it's about 2.5 dollars per hour.
(Unless you're like me and got it on sale) I don't like looking at that though, because honestly it is worth the money to play the
game. The quality and time put into this charmer is well worth it.

Also the main character is lovable and a total nerd. He is a gud boi and I love him.
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